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AMAZON INC. ENACTS RESOLUTIONS FOR CHILD PORNOGRAPHY 

ALLEGATIONS 
Amazon Japan Branch Undergoing Major Transitions to Combat Cyber Crime 

 
 

SEATTLE, Wash., Feb. 24 — Amazon Japan was recently confronted with child pornography 

distribution allegations due to illegal third party sellers using Amazon.com. Amazon Incorporate 

is updating distribution and enforcement policies, while also partnering with non-profits such as 

Lighthouse to take action against illegal pornographic production. Although this case specifically 

occurred through our Japan branch, we hold the entire corporation accountable and are actively 

incorporating solutions to resolve and prevent these issues today and for the future. 

It is unfortunate that this case is what brought our attention to the fact that our policies 

and enforcements were insufficient. However, we are proactively imposing effective 

preventative measures. Amazon is collaborating with local and international police departments, 

supportive non-profits, and all of Amazon’s international branches to implement efforts to 

prevent future sale of illegal products. We are drastically revising our third party service and 

distribution policies to ensure crimes such as these cannot infiltrate Amazon’s networks again. 
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We’re creating occupation positions mandatory for all branches to specifically monitor our 

networks and third parties selling through Amazon, and thus advance our screening processes. 

“Unlawful and corrupt third party sellers will have no possibilities to distribute through our 

newly refreshed, exceptional policies and processes,” said Amazon CEO Mr. Jeff Bezos. 

We are grateful to the Lighthouse non-profit organization, which advocates for human 

trafficking victims, to have brought this issue to our attention. Amazon is forming an alliance 

with Lighthouse to support the influential and honorable work they do. We will sponsor a charity 

fundraiser for Lighthouse to further combat illegal pornographic material. Amazon is also 

dedicated to supporting many other human trafficking prevention organizations, and will develop 

those relationships throughout this upcoming year. 

Everyone here at Amazon is sincerely ashamed, regretful, and apologetic in regards to 

this case. Amazon regards child pornography as an intolerable production, and never intended to 

contribute to its circulation. We at Amazon are now actively working to help combat 

pornographic crimes and prevent this occurrence in the future. 

 

ABOUT AMAZON, INC. 
Amazon.com opened on the World Wide Web in July 1995. The company is guided by four 
principles: customer obsession rather than competitor focus, passion for invention, commitment 
to operational excellence, and long-term thinking. Customer reviews, 1-Click shopping, 
personalized recommendations, Prime, Fulfillment by Amazon, AWS, Kindle Direct Publishing, 
Kindle, Fire phone, Fire tablets, and Fire TV are some of the products and services pioneered by 
Amazon. 
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